Photoconductivity enhancement in multilayers of CdSe and CdTe quantum dots.
Charge separation at the interface between CdSe and CdTe quantum dots was investigated by comparing the photoconductivity of films consisting of only CdSe or CdTe quantum dots to that of films with alternating layers of CdSe and CdTe quantum dots. The photoconductivity for alternating layers is three times higher than for the single component layers. Different possible mechanisms are discussed, and it is concluded that the dissociation of photoexcited excitons into spatially separated mobile charge carriers at the CdSe/CdTe QD interfaces is the most likely explanation. Given that the yield of charge carrier photogeneration in the multilayer sample is at most one, and under the assumption that the mobility of QD layers in unchanged, we conclude that the yield of charge carrier photogeneration in the single component samples is at most one-third. The thickness of the individual CdSe and CdTe layers was varied, resulting in different distances between the CdSe/CdTe interfaces. The photoconductivity increased with respect to films of only CdSe or CdTe when these interfaces were separated by only one or two quantum dot layers, which implies that exciton diffusion is inefficient.